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Work Responsibilities

• Rotations and shadowing
  • Nephrology
  • Surgery
  • Immunology
• Patient care and individual consultations
  • House to house surveys
  • New mother interviews
• CHAGAS research
  • Laboratory research
La Paz – Hospital del Niños
Tarija – Clinics / Hospitals
Tarija – el campo (rural)
Tarija – school clinics
Most rewarding aspect(s)

Hands-on learning experience
Face-to-face medicine

Cultural awareness
BE GRATEFUL
My impact

Help doctors deal with patients, lessen their workload
Tutor young children + widen their world
Medicine in my future?

• Finally saw interpersonal side of medicine
• Can my stomach take it?
• Small clinics v large hospital setting – which is more effective?
• Demographic I want to work with – children?
• Hands-on medicine – it feels good to make a difference
Stay open-minded

- To different cultures
- To different career options
- To different areas of the world
- Don’t box yourself in too early!